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we examine a variety of issues connected with 
searching for CmlpOsiteneSI at the ssc. These include 
effecfS of reSO1”tio”. altCrnati”C methodS of 1m!iing 
for deviations from QCD predictions, advantages of 
polarized beams. and effects of comcaitenesr on photon 
detection. ‘We also consider how physics may look if the 
CompOEiteneSS Scale is dS IQ as d few Te”. 

The idea ttl*t q”drkl an* ,eptons might be ccmpos- 
ite has a strong *ppe*,. (For reviews see PFSki”l and 
9ars2). camc..Tsitenesr could provide d” eXpIan*fiQn for 
the repetitive SfrUCtUre of the generations an* the 
,,rigin of the fermion mass matrix. two of the outstand- 
ing p”lzleS of particle ohysics. Mareover, it is q”itC 
go~sible mat the scale of cornpositene*s. A , is within 
rlach of the ssc. current exPerim”ts ret limits %“I”” 
of order a Te” on ! 3.4 white many the~rctical ideas 
5<gge5t chat .t. might be no nwre than a few orders of 
nagnitude larger than the we** scale. 

In theories WithoUt ‘““damntal sc*,*rs (techi- 
color), in particular. quark and lepton masses must 
arise from Oh”SiCS in the Te” range. 50 LhiS is a “at- 
Uidl COnlDOSiteneSS scare. Of course. quarks and )cptons 
might not be cmp~~ire. or the scale a‘ their binding 
could be much greater than a Te”. If there are funda- 
Yenf*, sc*,*rs, far example car in S”oersymetryl. there 
is PO reason that the quarks and le~tons should not ap- 
pear as f”“damnral down co the Planei m*31. But alI of 
YS feel char ~omw5itenesS just might be accessible to 
tile ssc. and that it is 5omthi”g for Which both t*eo- 
ri5ts and experimenters must be *,ert. 

rue work ha5 alread” been done concerting 5e*rd?- 
irq for ComDositenels *T rile ssc, eSpeci*lly by EiChW”. 
einchliffe. Lane. and QuiggS IEHLQ). In this section, 
,*e canrider a number of llorc detailed questions. 

On the theoretical side. there are a limited 
number of ideas and models from whit> we can recei”e 
some guidance. nOst of us believe that any underlying 
preen theory will be an asymptotically free gauge rhea- 
ry, similar in some respects to QCD. The constituents 
of this theory. the preens, will be chiral fermions 
(and possibly fundamental scalars); this theory almost 
certainly will not preserve parity, to any approxima- 
tion. At low energies. correswnding to wavelengths 
much larger than the scale of preen binding. h , the 
only mdificarion to the standard nodcl Cagrangian will 
be the appearance of non-renarmalizablc interactions ,-4 
such as four-fermi terms, form factors, and the like. 
A0 the energy grars, quarks and leptons should reveal 
their true nature as strongly interacting oat2icle5-- 
quark-quark (and lepton-lepton) scattering should re- 
scnble p’0mn-pmmn SC*ttFri”g. with d CT055 5Kfi.3” 
uhich i. geometrical. and exhibits a great deal of 
Str”Ct”re. At 3c*le5 rn”Ch above n (if ‘we may be per- 
mitted to dream, far a moment). WC should resolve the 
fundamental preens. and @v,rics should again stale. 
This QCO analogy ha5 been pushed q”ite hard in past 
work. and WC ha”= pushed it a bit harder at this ,dork- 
shoe. 

Beyond this, we can get acme guidance from ex- 
perimental limits on rare processes and from existing 
models. in particular, ~a& has provided a catalog 
a‘ some of the models which pass existing theoretical 
and experimntal tests. iu”fort”nately. one cannot say 
with certainty what the light SDeCtrYm ai these :txories 
is. nor does one ha”e a theory for quark and lepton 
masses. but these models at lea5t have the potential 
to be realirricl. He has aIs0 liEred 5om of the con- 
straints which follw from limit5 On rare proces5e5. 
In particular, some of the possible effective kfermi 
Term5 rnwsf haYe couplings rma,,er than (40 TeVJ-2 , 
al?lost certainly a difficillt constraint to satisfy 



in node1 building. *s erperiencc in technicolor IT** 

*ha*“. 
Beginning with the pioneering work of Abolins et 

a,.. at the 1982 Sn.¶wm*ss Yorkshop. there hdS been a 
great deal of effort to determlnc how one might search 
for composi ten*** *t energies belar )I I” partiC”l*r, 

Abolins et a,. noted that the largest effects, inquark- 
quark (and leoron-lepron) scattering were likely tocome 
frcm four-fermi operators. rather than from form fac- 
[or,. and they studied these operators in a variety of 
processes. Eichten. Hinchliffe. Lane and Quigg lEHLQJ5 

have extended these analyses to SSC energies. Focusing 
on one parficular operator. 
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where g2 - 47 (by analogy to the 0 coup1 ing), no - fl, 
they studied deviations from QCD predictions 
for high PI single jet production, for fixed beam 
energy. They argued that the SSC could set a 
limit on i? of 20 TCY in this way Mssuming G-40 Te”, 

L - 1033 cm2/sec). In iepton production they shared 
ihat one CO”,d Se? an even stronger limit. calling the 
q”*rk-leP~on coupling 

i qz - "1 4 9 Ye qL iL yil LL 
,A2 L 

(2) 

they found that the SSC could set a limit A’- 40 TeV. 
by laoking at deviations from QCD Predictions ‘or lepfon 
pai, p,Od”ttion a, a function of invariant mass. 

AC this io,ltshoP, we examined several derailed 
4Liestions in this gene,al framework. !Je investigated 
*herher mOmentYm resolution. for both leptons and jets, 
wound significantly alter the claims of EHLQ. FoIlwing 
a suggestion of Pilchcr.7 WC considered the advantages 
3f varyinq the beam energy and studying the cross se<- 

tlon PL5 33/d3P af fixed xl-2qL/&. Thisquantity 

has the virtue char in the parron node, it sc.,cs (it 
is a function of xiynly). while in QCO it is a rather 
siody varying funcrlan of pL If there is a hard com- 
30ne”t in quark-quark scattering. one should observe 
JYire s”bstantial deviations ‘ran scaling. This test 
ShOUid oat be as SenSitiVe as the meaS”rement Of the ab- 
solife rate to one’s knowledge of structure functions 
and higher order corrections. UC also examined the de- 
,iiat:ons in jet angular distributions which might arise 
irom comoositeness. 

kr group considered two issues of sow relevance 
to macnine and detector development. We studied the 
wssible virtues of rmiarizing the beams and rrasuring 
oarity-vioiacing as,metrics. This is clearly ~f”a,“e 
ii ,eviafions from QCD predictions are observed, in 
.eiaing :o determine the Lorent st,“CtY,e of the new 
isreracrions. ‘de found that pOldriz*tion might also 
irpr~ve slightly the limits one could set on A frcm jet 
cross-SeCtiOnS. In addition, we studied the virtues of 
photon detection [see *I*0 @“ens et al., these Proceed- 
ingse]. Ve found that. even though the rate is Ior, 
since photons reoresent a relatively Clean sign*,. one 
ShWid be sensitive 10 COmp0sife”ess scales as high *s 
13 Tel,. 

our grouD examined tvio issues beyond the frame- 
%,rk of flavor-indeyendent contact interactions e,,,p,oyed 
8” IHLQ. First ‘we asked: s’Jpc.3sc the ,c*le Of composite- 
“PSS is -elafi”eiy low. say a few Te”. Then one mighf 
TOW to s2e some spectacular signat”res: SIrUCtUre in 
cross-secfi~ns and “ulciquark and lepton production. 
Reasoning by analog” with QCD. a quite detailed m,deI 
for c7ese Cr0ss-seCfions was developed (see air0 Bars9 
=CdhrS dndAICrighC.‘O theseProceedings,. The,,i>cip,e 
0bs~r”afion is that. since one expects confinemnr and 

formation of flux tubes. a string-like picture with 
amplitudes similar to those of the Veneriano model 
should emerge. The resulting node1 exhibits a great 
deal of st,“ct”,~. and total C,Oss-sections which grow 
logarithmically *t high energies. It should be useful 

*s an indicator Of hou finely one c*n resolve st,“Ct”,C 
at the ssc. 

“*“ally one *sswnes ttl*t the cont*ct inter.ctions 
arc aPP,OximatClv flavor-independent. since this is the 
simplest u*y to avoid flavor-changing neutral currents 
and rare decays. Howve,. it is Possible ttl2.t such 
PIOCCSS~S are avoided by rmre intricate means, and that 
the four-fermi interactions exhibit scae flavor dcpend- 
l ncc. This WSSibility is. in fact. suggested by sane 
models. and should be kept in mind. Members of our 
grow considered wssible violations of universality in 
lepton production, especially in T Production (see .,so 
0. Sow, the,., Proceedings”). 

Aboiins et .I. considered at scme length the prop- 
erties of wssiblc new particles (exotic quarks and lep- 
tons1 which might appear in comwsite models. While ,e 
left this subject ldrgely to the Exotics group, we com- 
ment here that 3-body decay modes ignored by Abolios et 
al. are likely to be as imwrtant as the 2-body m,des 
they cons i dercd. 

This contribution is organized into sections. one 
for each of the topics listed above. 

Effects of Detector Resolution 

While discussing the possible contributions of 
COmwSite madels to processes s”ch as PP * Z+e- I , a 
question arose concerning the experimental requirerents 
on mass resolution. The worry was thdt a large erroron 
the mass. when convoluted with the steeply falling 
Ore,,-Van cros iection, might mimic and therefore mask 
additional contributions. 

Two commnts are immediately in order. First, if 
the detector resolution is known as a function of mass, 
then there is “0 effect, as the ,esoIution can be unfold- 
ed from the masured cross-section. Second, in the re- 
gion of interest, that is high di-leptan masses. the 
standard <Toss-section has flattened out slightly. 

TO see the expected size of possible effects due 
to detector resolution. we hd”e convoluted the ddver- 
tired mment”m reSOI”tion for muons at the SSC (‘,I5% at 
500 GcVlc, rising linearly CO -.30% at 2000 kV/C) ( .with 
the OreI I-Y*” cross-lecti0” do/dMdy/ 
EHLQ. Figures 8-16. Without Y-O 

given in 
correcting 

for the mass res0i”tion. the contribution of low masses 
*Dilling into the high mass region is such that the in- 
tegrated c,oss-section increases by 3% above I TeV/c2 
and b” 12% above 1.4 TeWc2. Note eat even if the mass 
resolution were a constant 30%, the uncorrected effect 
in the integrated cross-section would be 22X above 
1 TeY/cZ 

The case of pp * 2 jets fx may be m3,e i.>te,est- 
ing in that the total cr.,,,-Section is larger and it may 
be mire difficult to unfold the detector resolution. 
Using the cross-secTion given in EHLQ. Figures 3-22, 
for jet-pair masses and an energy resolution for jets of 
10%. one finds an increase in the “ncD,,ected integrated 
CROSS-section of 17% above 5 TeVlc2. If the jet-pair 
mass resoI”tion is as bad as 20%. then the uncorrected 
integrated c,oss-section is increased by 54%. 

EHLQ suggested that one search for compositeness 
by tooring for a facto, of two devidtion from QCO pre- 
dictions. If one imposes such a criterion in practice, 
if appears that detecLor resolution is not likely fO be 
d serious limitation in searching for compositeness. 



Scaling Yiolation, i” XL 

The methods which h*“e been disculled for looking 
for contact interactions all invoiv~ looking for dcvia- 
rians from QCD predictions. For example. EHLQ suggest 
looking for increases at a factor of twv in single jet 
and lepton pair PWduCtiO”. One llighf worry tll*t there 
are uncerraintier in the QCD predictions of this order, 
coming from higher order terms in the ~crfurbation ex- 
pansion and from wCCrtai”tieS in the structure func- 
tions. It is widely believed that, by the time the 55C 
turn* on. the Ifr”Ct”rC functions ui 11 be known over the 
required I and Q2 raoge to better than 20%. 

TO get Some notion of the size of higher order 
QCO effects. vc performed a simole .XCIC~IC, ‘de corn- 
puted the single jet cross-secfio”~, as in EHLQ, as a 
Function of pL at y-0. But. insread of taking 

Q2 - PZ , for ChC argument of the StrUCtUre f”nctian5 

and the ;oup,ings. as in EHLQ. we teak a*. pLV4 

This Icd fo changes in the c~oss-s~c~~~” of no m3re 
than 25% OYer the PL range of interest. Thus. the 
criteria employed by EHLQ for estabiirhing the existence 
of contact terms *cc probably rearmable. 

A” alternative dpproach for searching for contact 
terms has been sugpsred by Pilcher.7 I” the naiw par- 

ton mdcl. the quantity p 3 do 

of XI’ 2PL/& 
L dpLdy 

is a function only 

In QCD, this scaling behavior is 
Ilightly rodified due to the Q2-depeodencc of the 
coupling consfant and structure function$. I” the 
mlii-Te” range rcleYa”t to the ssc. roughly 

3 dC *r D -.4 f(x) 
‘1 dPLdV 

(3) 

(See Figure I* belaw) 

Of course. if Conf*ct term are prerent. there 
should be dramatic deviations frnn scaling as we ap- 
broach the scale .A. Observations of such scaling via- 
lation might b* mre convincing than simple deviafi~ns 

, and l\- 25 Te”. a5 
well as the P”W PCD Prediction, for s.“cr.I values of 
the beam energy. 

The data wcinlr reprelent xL bins of 0.04 ,,cr 
unit of rapidity. At ~~-0.28. there are approximately 
200 l “e”tl per bin far an integrated Iuminority of 1040. 
The scdling violations are quite drmatic. 50 lhi5 tee- 
niquc could provide convincing evidence of contact 
inleracfions. to rather iarge “*I”*. of n. 

Clearly one concern will bc the linearity of the 
detectors over the wide range in pL required (0.5-6 
TeV). It would obviously be desirable to ru” at several 
energies so *I to minimize such sy~fematic uncerfaintie5. 

*ngular Oistriburions 

If deviations fra QCO predictions for jet cross- 
sections are observed, one will want to obtain as much 
Information a5 pcssiblc about their underlying cause. 
One might hope. from jet angular distributions. to pro- 
vide further evidence for contact interactions. and to 
learn about the form of these interactions. in Fig. 2, 
we have plotted the jet cross-section for pure QCO, at 

‘boost - 1/2(v, +Y2) - 0 , *s * functioo of 

Yh * 112(y,-y2) In Fig. 3. we have Plofced the same 

quantity with two forms for the contacT interaction. 
One is the wre left interaction of Eq. (I); the second 
is a pure vecror interaction, (Please see next page) 

A= 25 TeV 
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Cigure 1. PredicTionS far 
PL 

3.4 do/dydp 
1 

vs. x 1 for differenr “dl”*s of 5 
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Figure 3. Same a5 Figure 2. With two types of 
contact inter*ction. 

so chat the curves will coincide. we have taken 
A- 10 Te” for the first cate; A= 14.3 Tc” for the wand. 
In both cases. pL= 5 TcV/c. and q--I 

As one may see from the figurer. the QCD distribu- 
tion is distinctly flatter than the distribution in the 
prercncc of contact intcr*ctions. “nfort”n*tcly. the 
angular distributions for the LL and “V cases are vir- 
tualiy identical. This i, also true for n=+I (not 
shown). Thus. angular distributions arc likely to pro- 
vide further evidence of compositcncss. but probably 
won’t be tm helpful in determining the form of the 
underlying contact interactions. 

Any new interactions binding preonr into quarks 
are *imost cert*inlv p*rity violating. mu*. one might 
hope LO get a handle on comwsite str”ct”re by searching 
for parity violation beyond that expected fran electro- 
weak int*r*ctions. In p*rticuI*r. pdrify violating 
asymmetries in polarized pp scattering would bcauseful 
tool in searching for and disentangling any composite 
St~“Ct”l*. 

There are two ways in whim polarized beams 
could play a role in cwloring com,,ositencss. First. 
if significanr deviations from QCO predictions for, 
e.g., jet cmss-sections are observed. wlariration 
Could hell, determine the structure of the correswnding 
contact inreractions. Obviously, if we had polarized 
quark beams. this would be rather easy. However. even 
in the real world Of ,,olarized protons, a good deal is 
known about the wrton str”ct”re functions for different 
helicities. IO it shs,ld be possible to determine a 
gwd deal about the helicity str”ct”re of the “nder- 
lying int*r*ctions. 

On+ might alro how that polariz;d beams would in- 
creaS* One’s sensitivity to compesirestrucrurc aitogcther 
In p*rticuI*r. one might hope to set larger limits on * 
th*n one an set by Iwking at. 5~. the intlus.iw 
single jet rate. Such a study, for CBA energies, has 
been performed by Paige and Tannenba”m.‘2 We have 
scaled rhi5 computation UP to 5% energies. 

The key to our analysis is a re~ulf due to D. 
Hochbcrg.‘3 who has studied extensively the spin-depend- 
ent Altarelli-Pariri equations. He has found that. to a 
gwd approximation. a prescription due to Carlitr and 
Kaur14 for obtaining polarized st~“ct”re functions from 
unpolarized ones carmutes with QCD wo1”tion. In Other 
words. WC may take the distribution functions given by 
EHLQ at a given Qz , and operate on fhem with the Kar- 
Ritz-Kaur prescription co find the polarized str”ct”re 
functions at that Q2 In facr. FolIowing Paige and 
Tanncnba”m,lZ we used an even simpler prescription. ob- 
taining the structure functions from Su(6) relations. 
Th”S, 

“++ = 5/6 u “-+ = l/6” 

d++ = 1/3d d-+ = 2/3d (5) 

Here the first s”bScript denotes the quark heiicity. 
while the second denotes the proton heiicity. 

In order to compute the electroweak contrib”tion 
to the asymefry. we “red the results of Ranft and 
Ranft,‘5 who have computed the relevant QCD-•lectroweak 
interference terms. Far the compositeness contribution, 
re tare the same interaction as in EHLQ. Eq. (I). This 
inferaction is pure LL: thuS it vanishes far all in- 
coming quark polarizations except left-handed quarks on 
left-handed q”ark~. We have cornwed the quantity 
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Figure 4. Parity violating b.ym”errie2 far 
the standard rode, and the 
:ontect term With .s. - 30 Te”. 

The res”itS are Show” in Fig. 4. above. for P.-IO Te”. 
In order to detcmine what limits one might set on 1 , 

.*e haYe tried to develop 1 criterion Similar co that of 
EHLQ. First. we note that, in the absence of tOmpOSite- 
rles5. A turns out to be iess than 104 over the entire 
range of p TO be conser”ati”e, we require that b be 
larger Chk ior. Following EHLQ. we ais0 require that 
there be at least a0 excess of 50 events in a 100 Ge” 
bin in 01, for an integrated l”mi”OSity sf 1040 cm2. 
Then we fina that one C3” 5et a I imit of 30 Ge” on n 
This is compared with the 20 teV Iimit from jets (and 
the 40 Ge” limit from lepto” pairs) svggested by EHLQ. 
If one requires that :+lere be an excess of 50 eYentS in 
alI nwmentum bins above a certain “.I”.. one does not 
iwrwe en- iimit lignificantly. 

TLIUS. poiarization slightly i”tprove5 the I imit*one 
can 5ec on .‘. aver those from jets, but one can still 
obtain a better limit from lepton pairs. Further 

detailed Study of how Nell One can do in disentangling 
the various types of contact interactions would cer- 
tainly be desirable. As a simple. but interesting, 
example. note that the dsymetry (6) is =qyaI in meg- 
nitudc and wpxite in rig” for pure left-left and 
pure right-right interacti~1s. 

Direct Photons 

Direct photons at high p~are clearly interesting 
probes of quark-quark interactions and they have bee” 
the subject of some interest at chfs conference (see 
e.g.. C. Feldman. these Proccedi”gs’6). Clearly, if’ 
quarks show ~tr”~t”re 0” SSC energy IC~ICI, the single 
y production CTOSS-Section will be herder cha” expected 
from PCD. This issue was considered by members of our 
group and a detailed discussion appear, in there Pro- 
ceedings. Here we will just sumnarile the major find- 
ings.8 In QCD. the principal source of direct photons 
is a Cmpton-I ike P~OCCI~. in which a glue” scatten 
from a quark, which emits a photo”. Brcmstrahlung pro- 
cesses ~150 make a Sizable contribution. though this 
falls rapidly at large pL. If quarks are composite, 
there will be additional c~“trib~tio”r. There can be 
described, for pL”,, , by cmta~t interactions. The 
lowest dimension operators which can contribute have 
the form 

EY”DO l FyyY 
2 ;i Do IgQ (7) 

.I 

where 0, iS the COvariant derivative land thus includes 
a ‘3lUO” CO”Pli”g). Such a” interaction would arise for 
=x.+mPie, from Production of a” off-shell, excited i;r,i- 
On. This gives a contribution LO the amplitude for 
w * 14 of size UAZ reldtive tO the QCD contribution, 
and thus dominates once the IU~P~OC~SI energies are of 
Order h For i a ‘12 , WC would expect the cross-sec- 
tion to become roughly co”>ta”t, of order (i times the 
tOtal CTOSS-SeCtiO". Of CO”rSe, it might exhibit ;“- 
t=r=Sti”S! It%~=C”r=l, S”ch as resonances. on scales 
of order d 

Bccaure cmoton~ arc compdratively clean, one can 
tolerate relatively low rates. From QCD alone. Owens 
et al. find thaf with p~-3 Te” there are about 54 
events in a l/2 TeV bin per year. If A- 10, using the 
contact interaction above. this number is about doubled. 
:;,q3iyct photons can provide access to EC~ICS of about 

Crosli”g the CamPositeness Scale 

It is wsrible that the scale of ~~mp~sitcnes. is 
only a few Te”. I” cllet case. at high tranlvcrtc mmen- 
ta the quarks and le~tons should dpwar as strongly in- 
teracring particles. Their Cvxs-section should exhibit 
structure. such as re50”a”ces. and presumably will tend 
to a constant, geometrical value. of order IOn/:i2 for 
quark-quavk rcartcring. and of order as times smaller 
for glum-quark Fcatrering. ““triple quark and le~ton 
prod”ctio” should be ~olrmo”. with multiplicity dirtribu- 
[ions similar to those of conventional hadro” physics. 

Such a ~ituafio”, at the SSC. rbauid be quite 
striking. Of course. since we don’t have mOnochromatic 
q”drk beams. it is natural to ask how mYch of this strut- 
cure we will be able to resoive. Twardr this end, a 
quite detailed “ndel for quark-quark and quark-glue” 
~cettering i(a5 deveioped. We refer the interested reader 
to the work of Bars9 sod Albright and Bars’0 for the de- 
rails. and sumwrite the principle results here. 

AS discussed i” the Introduction, we expect the 
dynamics of the underlying Oreo” theory to be similar. 
ihmny res~ecrs. to that of QCD. I” particular. 



we expect confinement, described by prc-color flux 
tubes. Thus. composite fcrmians and bosona might well 
lie on 1ine*r Rcgge trajectories, reflecting approxi- 
WCC string dynamic*. The major difference from QtD is 
that the p,.son theory nece**arilv has lalnost) ms*le** 
fermion, (the quarks and IePtonr). rather than’nnS*1CsS 
pion,. Also. to explain the lightness of the quarks 
and Icpfons. the prcan theory must ha”= a high degree 
of unbroken symmetry. so the s~cctrum should *how large. 
approximate degencracies. Using Reggc Pole and duality 
argumnts. and making some simplifying as*umption* about 
the *pcctr”,n. a detailed rmdcl with a great deal of 
str~ct~rc was constructed in this way. for both quark- 
quark and glum-quark scarcering. Note that glum- 
quark and glum-glum scattering may be quite immrtanf 
if the scale of ~~mp~sit~ness is small. since the glum 
distributions are so large at la* X. 

For reasons of time. we hwe not been able to 
plOd”Ce results for these detailed mdels. Of course. 
it is not Clear how much detailed StrUCfYrC Will be 
visible once the CroSS-seCfion* are folded with the 
parton di*trib”fions. One case where a similar type of 
StrUCtYle has been 
color. There. EHLQ s 

onsidered for the SSC is techni- 
have included techni-vector mesons 

in certaio production Cross-sections. Not much strut- 
cure s”rYi”es; there reSOnanCe* ap!Aear as broad en- 
hmcements, if at all (see. e.g., EHLQ. Figs. 6.10 - 
6.13). 

In our case. some care UiII have to be taken in 
ncu data is plotted. For example. jet cross-sections 
at Cixed 12 integrated cmer PL and y* blow up, due 
to me QCO contribution which blow, “0 at f -0. 50. 
one qay Wish to plot CrOS*-SeCfio”s as a function of 
d with a lower cutoff on pi, or as functions of pL. 
or in some ocher way. AS a simple first exercise. 
,we did the following: 

‘de assmed a ne”tral resonance in the s-channel, 
of OasL ;, , width .i/s ) and coupling g WC pimid 
do/&Y dy , with a cutoff on pL . for various values of 
b.. AlSO. to avoid being swamoed by gluons, we included 
only the quark-antiwar4 component of the cross-section. 
nor .A - 3 - 6 TCY. and PLmin,f 0.5-z TeY. no SfrYCtUre 
was visitlie in the crDs*-sec:lon. This is clearly an 
area for further work. hcwever. Perhaps Tare ingenious 
CLlCS. 0’ focusing on leptons. can enhance Str-UCtYrC. 

Cam~ositeness in the ri Channel 

Arnng the orinicple attractions of CompO*itE”e** 
are that it might exrilain the generation puzzle and the 
origin of quark and lepton masses. If CO!nPO*ifenC** is 
somehow tied fo rhe breaking of W(2) x U(I) (.I in ex- 
tended technicolor). then *tale* of order a few Ye” may 
be cmtem~lated. The major con*fraint on such ideas 
iomes from rare processes. Large suppressions of 
strangeness changing and lepfon number violating pra- 
CeSSeS must S‘,m.hO&” be arranged. Thi, can occur if the 
theory has. in some .~~roximatio”. a very high degree 
of *~mmety anang rhe generations. For exampie. in 
EHLQ. it was assumed that the four-fermi interactions 
are flavor blind: this a”romatically COnSer”e* a,, qua<4 
and lepmn flavors. “cwC”Cr. it is not easy to co”- 
stru.ct m&l* Wilh so much symetry.6 

T5”S. if comcmsiteness OCCYTS at ECII~S less 
tilarr 40 Te”. rare Processes might be avoided by SOme 
Tore intricare ?leans. 

uirh rhis in mind. teorge Snow considered the 
~oss~bilify chat com~o*itene** leads to a significant 
en”a”Cemenf of T pair production. bYf not muchadditiona, 
e or -_ O’OdYCtion. This ided was mrivaced by two 

c13**=* of mdels. One,duefoPafi 17 in.*hichfherei* 
a lower Conposifeness scale for he& quarks and lepfOn* 
than 1ighf ones; me. sue to aars.3 in which the t’* are 
in the *ame family as the u and d quarks. I” the first 
case, ihe principle four-fermi Terms couple b and t 

quarks to i lePton*; in the second they COUP1. " and d 
quarks to : leptons. with c and 2 couplings *u~~re**ed 
by miring angles. NO matter how secio”*ly one enter- 
tains either class of “UdClS. it is clearly quite impor- 
tant to keep in mind the pssibi~ity Of some “o”-tri”idl 
flavor dependence d”d Yioiatims of YniYersdlity. and : 
identification is Ch”S desirable. 

east of Snow’s calculations (perforncd in callab- 
oration with K. Lane) are for the Pati-type rode,. For 
Che Bars-type mdel, one can determine the rates as a 
function of mixing angles simply by examining Fig. 8-16 
in EHLQ. and multiplying by my arrmled nixing angle. 

With interaction 

L-y+ [$ ‘(” bL TL Yir IL + i, )li IL qL 72 ILj (8) 

Sncu finds that. for A’4.5 TC”. Ihe Cross-sectim is 
do : 
~ivso - I.11 x 10 -5 “b , a iactor of ten larger than 

the wrc QCO rare. T’S may not be tw hard to detect. 
because of the low multiplicities of their decay prod- 
“CC,. After considering “ario”* backgrounds, Snow con- 
cludes that a factor of ten enhancement in the r-signal 
is detectable. so that in modeis of this type. n’s up to 
about 5 arc detectable. 

Determining. more generally. the sensitivity of 
the SSC to violations of universality will depend clear- 
ly On ha* Well One understands the detection efficiency 
for c’s, Y’S, and T’s, 

New Particles Predicted by Composite Eodels 

While no truly complete or compelling model of 
CDrnDOSiIC quarks and leptons currentiy exists, many of 
the toy mcdels which have been studied,’ as ,.*I, a* the 
classification of madeIs by ~ars.6 suggerr that such a 
theory might contain relatively light l xotit states: 
colored partiCIe* with lepfon number, Color sextets, and 
so on. (Of course. am)ng the highly excited states, 
there will certainty be CXCitationS with such quantum 
numbers. Here we are interested in states with masses 
below 1). The ~roducrian and decays of sub, particles 
can be analyzed in the same fashion as hard quark *tat- 
tering. One writes doun Operators of the lowest dimen- 
sion which can produce the desired decay and which obey 
the conjectured symmetries. This tooic was the subject 
of extensive discussion in rhe I982 Snamass Proceedings. 
and also in the Exotics group at this conference. W= 
wish to add only one paint to those discussions: 

If is usuaily assumed that the decays of such 
tXotiC* occur thrmgh magnetic mment-type co”plings. 
Hwwer. the four-fermi operator* whose role ias *o 
heavily *tressed by Abalins et al.3 for scattering *eem 
likely to be ewally important here. First. there is 
not likely to be any wrticular *uppres*ion due fo 
wanrun numbers. For dl.K)SC any COnceiYable exotic 
there is s.ame conventimai three-body final *tat* w:th 
correct helicity. CoTor, and ,epton number. Second. 
just as the cowling g2 %4n enhances the four-fermi 
operators over the form factors in hard quark rcatrering. 
so this factor. in decays. compensates for Ihe extra 
*uPPreS*ion due to three-body Phase space. In general. 
then. we would achise those considering exotic decays 
to be mindful that three-body final states are Iikely to 
be as imparrant as two-body states. 
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